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robert baker aitken wikipedia May 28 2024
robert baker dairyu chotan aitken rōshi june 19 1917 august 5 2010 was a zen teacher in the harada yasutani lineage he co
founded the honolulu diamond sangha in 1959 together with his wife anne hopkins aitken

robert aitken from pow to zen master buddhistdoor global Apr 27 2024
as aitken s teachings attracted more students many of his lectures were transformed into popular zen books including taking
the path of zen 1982 and mind of clover essays in zen buddhist ethics 1984 in addition to teaching and writing aitken was a
vocal pacifist and social activist

who was robert aitken roshi lion s roar Mar 26 2024
robert aitken was without doubt one of the most truly venerable elders of the western zen way aitken was born in philadelphia
in 1917 when he was five years old his father accepted an appointment as an ethnologist at the bishop museum in honolulu

robert aitken poetry foundation Feb 25 2024
robert aitken is a retired master of the diamond sangha a zen buddhist society he founded in honolulu in 1959 with his late wife
anne hopkins aitken now at age 88 he is residing at a lively resort in hawaii kai on oahu

buddhist as revolutionary a conversation with robert aitken Jan 24 2024
robert aitken the roshi of the diamond sangha a zen buddhist community in honolulu was introduced to zen buddhism in a
japanese prison camp during world war ii r h blyth author of zen in english literature was imprisoned in the same camp and it
was there that aitken began to study zen he returned often to japan to study

robert aitken dies at 93 american zen master los angeles times Dec 23 2023
robert aitken an influential american zen master and writer who emphasized a path to enlightenment through social action died
of pneumonia thursday in a honolulu hospital he was 93
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robert aitken 1917 2010 a life well lived tricycle the Nov 22 2023
fully embodying the spirit of dana he gave his life to teaching zen in the harada yasutani lineage and advocating for social
justice in addition to co founding and leading the honolulu diamond sangha with his wife beginning in 1959 he was also one of
the original founders of the buddhist peace fellowship in 1978

remembering robert aitken roshi tricycle the buddhist review Oct 21 2023
bob had studied zen in japan and had helped bring such zen masters as soen nakagawa roshi and hakuun yasutani roshi to
america as well as hosting the buddhist scholars d t suzuki and masao abe

taking the path of zen robert aitken google books Sep 20 2023
in taking the path of zen robert aitken presents the practice lifestyle rationale and ideology of zen buddhism with remarkable
clarity the foundation of zen is the practice of

the mind of clover essays in zen buddhist ethics robert Aug 19 2023
the mind of clover essays in zen buddhist ethics robert aitken macmillan orm dec 15 2015 religion 218 pages in taking the path
of zen robert aitken provided a concise guide to

taking the path of zen by robert aitken goodreads Jul 18 2023
in taking the path of zen robert aitken presents the practice lifestyle rationale and ideology of zen buddhism with remarkable
clarity the foundation of zen is the practice of zazen or mediation and aitken roshi insists that everything flows from the center

robert baker aitken rōshi 1917 2010 google sites Jun 17 2023
aitken rōshi authored of more than ten books on zen buddhism and co authored a book length buddhist christian dialogue in
hawai i he was instrumental in founding the koko an zendo
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amazon com taking the path of zen 9780865470804 aitken May 16 2023
in taking the path of zen robert aitken presents the practice lifestyle rationale and ideology of zen buddhism with remarkable
clarity the foundation of zen is the practice of zazen or mediation and aitken roshi insists that everything flows from the center

robert baker aitken papers university of hawaii manoa Apr 15 2023
robert aitken was a well known author and one of the foremost leaders of zen buddhism in the western world he also founded
the diamond sangha a zen buddhist organization headquartered in honolulu hawaiʻi

the mind of clover essays in zen buddhist ethics aitken Mar 14 2023
the mind of clover essays in zen buddhist ethics aitken s approach is clear and sure as he shows how our minds can be as
nurturing as clover which enriches the soil and benefits the environment as it grows

a zen wave basho s haiku and zen basho matsuo aitken Feb 13 2023
a zen wave basho s haiku and zen paperback october 1 2003 by matsuo basho author robert aitken translator w s merwin
foreword 4 6 26 ratings see all formats and editions zen buddhism distinguishes itself by brilliant flashes of insight and its
terseness of expression

the nature of the zen precepts tricycle the buddhist review Jan 12 2023
robert aitken offers an introduction to the zen precepts derived from the rules that governed the sangha or community of monks
and nuns

books by robert aitken author of taking the path of zen Dec 11 2022
robert aitken has 62 books on goodreads with 13934 ratings robert aitken s most popular book is taking the path of zen
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taking the path of zen kindle edition by aitken robert Nov 10 2022
in taking the path of zen robert aitken presents the practice lifestyle rationale and ideology of zen buddhism with remarkable
clarity the foundation of zen is the practice of zazen or mediation and aitken roshi insists that everything flows from the center

taking the path of zen aitken robert 1917 2010 free Oct 09 2022
taking the path of zen by aitken robert 1917 2010 publication date 1982 topics spiritual life publisher san francisco north point
press
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